ADVANCED TRAINING

DELL COMPUTE TRAINING 101

Achieve greater control of your Dell EMC investments
INTRODUCTION
Learn how Dell Open Manage Essential (OME) allows IT administrators to spend less
time managing and maintaining their IT environment by streamlining and automating
operations across servers, storage, networking, UPS, client systems and third-party
servers. WWT provides both on-site and remote Dell OME training for your staff.

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN
WWT’s one-day hands on Dell EMC Compute 101 training course will give you hands-on
experience with the latest transformational technologies available using the bedrock of
modern IT – Dell servers.

LENGTH OF CLASS

• 8-hour session (on-site or
remote)

KEY BENEFITS

• Understand Dell EMC openstandards architecture
• Learn how to manage, deploy,
update and maintain

PREREQUISITES

• IT Administration background
a plus
• Familiarity with virtualization
technology
• Basic understanding of LAN &
SAN concepts

The training will include:
•
•
•
•

An overview of Dell EMC’s extensive server portfolio, architecture whiteboarding
and Open Manage Essentials system management software
In depth discussion around Dell fabric connectivity for modular systems and top-ofrack leaf & spine network topologies
Discuss management at large scale using best practices approach for x86
standards-based computing
Hands-on labs:
• Introduction to the integrated Dell remote access cards (iDrac) tools,
installation and configuration of Dell’s Open Manage Essentials course
• Chassis Management Controller considerations for blade and modular
systems
• Discover, inventory and provision server operating systems using server
templates or profiles
• Integration to third party consoles such as VMware Center, MS Systems
Center Operations Manager and BMC Software
• Integrate third party server and storage for alerting using Open Manage
Server Administrator
• Setup Automated Dell SupportAssist case creation to Dell technical support
for intelligent issue analysis, diagnosis and quick remediation

REGISTER NOW

Contact your account manager
directly, or call WWT at
800.432.7008.
World Wide Technology
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products, services and supply
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